Down:
1. Padres First Baseman
3. Padres Hall of Fame Pitcher
5. Padres Loyalty Program for Kids
6. City Padres Call "Home"
7. Most Hits in Padres History

Across:
2. Padres Shortstop
4. Padres Ballpark
8. Padres Mascot
9. Kids Field at Petco Park
COMPADRES KIDS CROSSWORD

Down:
1. Name of Padres Fanbase
2. When a batter has 3 balls and 2 outs it is considered this
4. This person retrieves and supplies bats for players
5. A food notoriously eaten on Tuesday's
6. Padres Loyalty program for kids
8. This is where pitchers warm up before going into the game
9. A Home Run that Brings in Three Additional Runs
10. Manny Machado's Nickname
11. Location from where the pitches are thrown
13. Fernando Tatis Jr.'s Nickname

Across:
3. This term refers to when the batting team records several hits in a single inning that result in more than one run
7. This phrase is said after the National Anthem plays at a ball game
9. This is used by pitchers, basemen, catchers, and outfielders to catch the ball
12. Chris Paddack's Nickname
Down:
1. Game 1 Starter for the Padres in the '98 World Series
2. Padres Pitching Coach
3. Padres AAA affiliate
4. Padres Hitting Coach
7. Padres Manager
8. "Mr. Padre"

Across:
5. A left handed pitcher
6. "Mud"
9. Division the Padres are in
10. Padres closer
Down:
1. The track in front of the outfield wall that allows outfielders to know when the wall is close
2. High School in San Diego past Padre Adrian Gonzalez attended
4. A hitter who substitutes for another batter during the game
5. Large yellow standing structure placed in left and right field
6. When a hitter bunts and the runner at third attempts to score the run
7. Padres newly acquired outfielder courtesy of the Tampa Bay Rays
8. An inning in which all nine hitters in the lineup appear at the plate without three outs being recorded
9. Padres single A affiliate
10. Padres First Baseman

Across:
3. Padres newly acquired outfielder courtesy of the Tampa Bay Rays
6. An inning in which all nine hitters in the lineup appear at the plate without three outs being recorded
8. Official Padres team ambassadors
9. Padres single A affiliate
Down:
1. Chris Paddack's Nickname
2. Padres ballpark
3. Protective head wear for batters
4. This person stands behind the pitcher and officiates the game
5. Padres all-time home runs leader
6. The name of the type of shoes baseball players wear
7. Padres Shortstop
8. A pitch thrown with no spin that wobbles as it approaches the hitter; usually very slow
9. A batter that collects a single, a double, a triple, and a homerun in the same game
10. Hotel connected to Petco Park

Across:
1. Padres ballpark
2. Padres Shortstop
3. Protective head wear for batters
4. This person stands behind the pitcher and officiates the game
5. Padres all-time home runs leader
6. The name of the type of shoes baseball players wear
7. Padres Shortstop
8. A pitch thrown with no spin that wobbles as it approaches the hitter; usually very slow
9. A batter that collects a single, a double, a triple, and a homerun in the same game
10. Hotel connected to Petco Park